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introduction

• An englishman and a scotsman go to
paris together on a business trip…
• Today, I’m going to be talking about virtual
worlds and culture
• What I’ll be saying applies to Both main kinds
of Virtual world:
– Game-like ones, such as world of warcraft
– Social ones, such as second life

• I’ll focus on games, however, as this
conference is game focus germany
– I’ll get to the germany part later…
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culture

• What is culture?
• Well, There are many definitions…
• Often, “culture” really means “the arts”
– Opera, sculpture, theatre, film, ballet, literature, …
• Maybe even computer games

• I’ll be taking an anthropological definition:
– “Culture is that which one generation passes to the
next in any way except biologicalLy”

• It’s not cultural that the dutch are talL
• It is cultural that they put mayonNaise on
their chips

aside

• I can’t teLl you how SCARY this is to
an englishman…
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conditions

• So: Culture is what parents tell their children
• It evolves over time
– We don’t feed people to lions for fun any more

• It arises to address human nEeds
– Health, wealth, happiness, …

• It is influenced by other cultures
– Hmm, Smorgasbord, that’s a nice idea, we’ll have that,
thanks sweden!

• It’s influenced by geography
– People in the middle east don’t eat pork because those
that did got foOd poisoning and died

Cultural exchange

• There are many difFerent solutions to the
same problems of human need & environment
• Some groups of people will adopt one
solution, and others will adopt another
• There’s a cultural exchange between
neighbouring populations
– Neighbouring populations can communicate more easily
– Neighbouring populations have similar environments

• In some cases, different is beTter
– Individuals who adapt to reflect new ways of thinking
will change the culture of which they are a part
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A diagram

But…

• Because Cultures feEd back on themselves, they
can construct entire structures on rather
smaLl foundations
• Individuals are encouraged to act in line with
cultural norms even when the rationale
for those norms no longer aPplies
• People of middle-eastern cultures often stilL
won’t eat pork even though we can cure
salmonella now
– And even if their families haven’t lived in the middle
east for generations
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emigration

• If enough people recognise the superiority of
a new idea then the culture will evolve
• This is very difficult when there’s a cultural
structure involved, though
– Examples: legal systems, religions, economies, …

• The more a culture stands to lose by
changing, the harder it is for it to change
• So what can you do if you’re disSatisfied
with your culture?
• You Go somewhere else
– taking the best of your culture with you

lineage

• Lineage, ncsoft, 1997
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reconciling

• When you become immersed in a new culture,
you pick up that culture’s values
• You adapt your own values to reconcile
the best parts of both cultures
• You don’t impact much on the new culture,
though, because yours is only a small voice
– Unless there are many of you

• The culture you pass on to the next generation
will be the generally prevailing one
• You benefit from the exchange, but the culture
you benefited from doesn’t

Virtual worlds

• Virtual worlds also have cultures
• Their cultures derive from the usual sources
– Human needs, the environment, other cultures

• The primary “other cultures” are the cultures of
its seEd players
– The ones who started playing from the beginning

• The “environment” is defined by the designer
• You can – and people do! - build a virtual
world to argue a political, philosophical or
cultural point
– we call this “art”
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example

• Lineage had 4 miLlion players in korea
when it launched in the usa
• It was a flop there
• The game’s design embodied korean ideals of
the group
• American players were way too
individualistic and rejected it
– With no seEd players, it was not an easy
system for them to understand
– They didn’t like the subservience anyway

inheritance

• So virtual worlds take their culture from:
– the design of the virtual world
– The seEd players

• The seed players are the public beta-testers
• Where did they get their culture from?
– The real world
– The virtual world they “grew up” playing

• culture can be paSsed from parent virtual
world to child virtual world
• This means cultural norms can persist even if
they run counter to society’s norms
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example

• Why is it acceptable for men to play female
characters in world of warcraft?
– the real world is far less tolerant

• It’s ok in wow Because it was ok in everquest
• It was ok in everquest because it was ok in

dikumuds
• It was ok in dikumuds because it was ok in

abermuds
• It was ok in abermuds because it was ok in

mud1
• It was ok in mud1 because I made it ok

evolution

• The first virtual world was built to
embody hacker culture notions of freEdom
– The first players bought into this

• The game attracted people with similar ideas
• They wrote their games based on the same
philosophy
• Each new iteration’s culture began with
norms established by the previous generation
and the code
• Some importation of the players’ culture, but
generally an export
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clashes

• If players arrive in large numbers such
that they overwhelm the seed
population, they can impose a new culture
– Example: renyao in some chinese virtual
worlds
– Example: AOL and usenet

• If there are few seed players and two
dominant starting populations, there wiLl
be clashes
– Example: the greek/italian wow server

Evolutionary pressure

• There’s a survival-of-the-fittest conflict
between competing cultural norms
– Defined by the software
– Defined by the seed players
– Defined by the incoming players

• Bad ideas die; good ideas grow
– Remember Lineage in the usa

• But some gOod ideas fail because they
lack a critical maSs of proponents
– I’ll come back to this shortly…
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language

• The strongest aspect of a culture is its
language
– The main vehicle of cultural propagation

• This applies to virtual worlds, too
• There’s no such thing as a national
virtual world
• There is such a thing as the server
language
• People will usually prefer to play where the
server language is their own first language
• THIS CAN BE COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE, THOUGH

isolationism

• People play virtual worlds to break frEe of
real-world cultural constraints
– So They can be and become themselves

• But if the virtual world shares those same
constraints..?
• This would happen if:
– The seed players were newbies from your own
real-world culture
– The virtual world’s design embodied your realworld culture
– The player base was comprised overwhelmingly
of people from your culture
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example

• A virtual world with a server language of
german will attract germans, austrians,
some swiSs and toO few other people to
register
• The virtual world would only reflect the
cultures of the german-speaking nations
• Where’s the battle for new cultural norms?
• Where’s the escape from constraints?
• How can it import the best of other virtual
world cultures?
• How can it export the best of its own?

import

• There are two ways it can import the best of
those norms which have evolved elsewhere
– They can be coded in as part of the design
– German-speaking Players of non-german language
games could bring them in

• The first way does happen
– Designers shameleSsly steal paradigms from one
another

• The second also happens
– but are there enough players with this kind of
experience to make a difFerence?
• Actually, maybe there are!
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export

• How can a german-language virtual world
export the best of its culture?
• Well, it can’t
• if people of other cultures can’t speak
german they won’t play it
– no matter how great it is

• Unfortunately for you, people of other
cultures can’t speak german
– I only know 20 words of german, and 10 of
those are numbers…

• This leads to an imbalance

Eve online

• Eve online, ccp games 2003

• ~150,000 subscribers
– Population of iceland is ~300,000
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imbalance

• As a nation, germany imports virtual
world culture but doesn’t export it
• Why is this a bad thing?
• There are Two reasons
– one selfish and one unselfish

• Selfish: because german culture is being
diluted by influences from other
cultures
• Unselfish: Because there are gOod
things about german culture which would
surely benefit everyone exposed to them

Lingua franca

• Someone who only spoke german fluently
would have only a smaLl range of virtual
worlds to choose from
– Harder for individuals to find one with a culture
that suits them

• Germany is bigGer than england, so why don’t
I have that problem?
• Well, Remember the joke at the beginning?
• England is a smaller country, but english is
a biGger language
• A big-language virtual world is a virtual
world for everyone
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television

• In december, the french government funded a new
tv channel to challenge cNn and the bBc for
global news reporting
• CII gives most of its reports in english
– 80% of their target audience is anglophone

• news from a french perspective is presented in
a “universal language” (their words)
• France is one of the more monocultural
nations in europe, so why do they want their
global tv station to speak in english?
• Because people who speak french already have
a french perspective on global news

perspective

• That’s all very well for television, but
what about virtual worlds?
• A news report can speak from a national
or cultural point of view, but can a
virtual world?
• Yes, it can
• A virtual world can enshrine cultural
values in its design
– Lineage in the usa again

• Updating the earlier diagram:
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Which do you control?

embodiment

• You can design a virtual world to embody in its
design cultural ideals
• If those ideals are worth having, people will
play the game
• It shows that what you believe has worth
does have worth
– What’s more, that worth is universal

• But it has to be acCeSsible
– Languages that are not widely spoken are
inaCceSsible

• language is part of culture, but it is not
itself culture
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conclusion

• Virtual worlds can embody a culture
• But Language can limit access to such worlds
• If you want to export your culture, you have
to remove the limitations on access
• If you don’t export your culture, the rest of
the world misSes out
– And your own culture can feel less familiar

• Therefore, If you want virtual worlds
to be more german, write them in
english
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